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RHRC Fall Hunt Test 

August 13 and 14 

Snoqualmie Valley Retriever Grounds 

Carnation, WA 
 

       Master Stake 

   Judges:  Dave Alexander and Betsy Reali 
              Senior Stake 

     Judges:  Lillian Logan and Dianne Clark 
                                Junior Stake 

            Judges:  Lillian Logan and Cat Martini-Rashid 
 

Here are ways you can HELP! 

**Do you have a senior test dog you would like to run?  

Here is your chance to see how your summer training 

has worked out.  We also need a co-Marshal for Junior. 

For Test Dogs/Marshals contact Jean Fowler:  

fernhaven@comcast.net 
 

**How about helping in a Pop and Throw station or 

working as a Blind Planter?  If you or you know of a 

friend who would like to help, contact — 

Susan Bell:  srbell@comcast.net 
 

**Would you like to Gun??? 

Contact Bill Woll:  wollwb@aol.com 
 

**Can you help with set up on Friday, August 12th? 

Contact Susan Bell:  srbell@comcast.net 

The Rainier Hunting Retriever Club seeks 

 

 A—To encourage and promote quality in purebred dogs and to do all possible to bring their natural qualities to perfection 

 B—To do all in its power to protect and advance the interests of the breeds by encouraging sportsmanlike competition at  

  hunting retriever tests 

 C—To conduct licensed hunting retriever tests under the rules of the AKC, NAHRA or any other associations or clubs that  

  may sponsor these tests. 

               ~~Rainier Constitution, Article I, Section 2 

mailto:fernhaven@comcast.net
mailto:wollwb@aol.com
mailto:srbell@comcast.net
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From the Prez…..  

 
The heat has moved in, and the summer months are rolling by. July has 

brought unprecedented heat to the Pacific Northwest and across the nation. 

Rainier’s Summer Hunt Test is just a few short weeks away and has been 

collecting entries since July 20th. The Club will be hosting one flight of Master 

on Saturday & Sunday, a Junior Stake on Saturday, and Senior on Sunday. We 

will continue to monitor temperatures and have cooling canopies available for 

both handlers and the gallery as well as complimentary water and Gatorade 

located at each stake. 

 

We are still actively recruiting volunteers for the Summer Hunt Test. We need 

Senior marshal and Senior test dog as well as assistance in the field.  If you 

can help in a pop/throw station or as a blind planter, it would really help us 

out.  Perhaps you know of a student eager to earn some cash.  We can train 

newbies the day of the test.  Contact Susan Bell if you can help in any way—

srbell@comcast.net. 

  

As a reminder, Entry Express has moved exclusively to an electronic event 

catalog. Electronic catalogs will be sent directly to Hunt Test participants in 

PDF format. A brief tutorial about this user-friendly change can be viewed at 

the following link https://youtu.be/cUHPt5lG9I8 . Be sure to watch the tutorial 

so your smart phone or other device is ready to go the day of the event.  The 

Club will be printing a limited number of paper style catalogs from different 

vendor for participating handlers. 

 

The spring and summer Hunt Test season has been busy for both AKC and 
HRC Hunt Tests in the Pacific Northwest area.  Congratulations to all those 

who have taken part in these events and to those who have qualified for the 

upcoming 2022 Master National Event! As a reminder, Master Hunt Test 

passes starting August 1 of a calendar year go towards the next Master 

National qualification period, (August 1 – July 31).  

 

We continue to welcome your ideas and recommendations to improve your 

hunt test experience. To share your ideas, visit our Facebook Page, Rainier 

Hunting Retriever Club. 

  

Thank you for your participation and support, we could not do 

it without you! 

 
 

  Betsy, RHRC Prez 

https://youtu.be/cUHPt5lG9I8
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This report was received in Mid-July.  Take the warm 

weather into consideration when planning your 

training at Cherry Valley. 

 

 Summer is finally here so time for a quick update. After 

the update, please read the Director’s Bulletin and share 

with your constituents. 

 

 The near-record cool and wet spring really impacted 

agriculture crops and seasonal field work. Both are weeks 

behind and fall crop harvests will be running late. Grass 

harvesting took a big hit in customary monthly harvests. 

Most farmers had one or two cuttings this season 

compared to four. This really hit Stillwater and Cherry 

Valley so the grass fields are uncut. Stillwater is staging 
for harvest this weekend using a round bailer. This 

eliminates the days of drying time for a quicker harvest. 

After Stillwater is done Cherry Valley will be harvested. 

 

 With the wet spring, field maintenance had to be 

modified. With poor mowing weather, we switched to 

weed control using herbicide applications. The Spencer 

Island dike trail was treated to keep that trail open for 

trail walkers. Stillwater blackberry fields (the middle fields) 

were treated using a boom sprayer and gator.   

 

 Approximately 30 acres were treated so far. Teasel and 

poison hemlock patches were also treated to prevent their 

spread. Both can be toxic and spread profusely. 

  

 Portions of Stillwater and Cherry Valley were mowed in 

May and June for the bird dog club events. Mowing 

resumed at Cherry Valley this week around the bird dog 

training areas. The big pond is weeding over but water 

depth is still ok. Additional weed control work will be done 

later this month. 

 

 Summer heat and dry conditions also bring the risk of 

fire to our units. WDFW is watching fire danger 

conditions each week in case safety actions are required. 

Please share with your constituents about fire danger, no 

smoking, no parking in grassy areas. On this note, after 

the July 4th holiday, illegal firework debris was cleaned up 

at Crescent Lake South lot and Ebey Island west lot. 

Thankfully no fires were started. 
 

 Looking forward, field maintenance will continue on the 

Duvall area units and Ebey Island until the end of August. 

We are prepping the net pen for pheasant season. We 

continue to maintain the parking areas and include 

painting, repairs and weed control work. Hopefully all 

equipment continues to keep running well. 

 

 See the Director’s Bulletin below. If you have any 

questions, please email or give me a call. 

 

 Enjoy your summer while it’s here. 

 

Marty Thenell 

Cherry Valley and Stillwater Update 

 

Photos taken 

8/1/22 

Looking toward 

Hwy 202 from 

mound by large 

pond.  Pickup is in 

the parking lot. 

Below Left:  First field 

on left after entering 

gate.  Mowed in 

strips. 

Below Right:  Big 

pond—some weeds 

but usable. 
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Continued on page 4 

 

 
 

           Bob Pepper 

Bob Pepper was born a 

bit after the ice age, in 

1915. His father was a 

professional baseball 

player who whisked his 

family between 

ballparks in the 

American League. 

When Pepper was born 

in Orange, N.J., his 

parents hardly had time 

to bundle his behind 

before following the 

team bus to another city 

and adventure. "I remember my father telling me 

about how, before a game, Ty Cobb would come out 

on the field naked, with a turkish towel, waving it like 

a burlesque dancer." 

Independence was an early trait for Pepper; 

you couldn't be a ballplayer's son without it. By the 

time he was 17, he had stowed away on a French 

ocean liner for an exotic four-day cruise; by age 18, 

he had single-handedly sailed a small skiff from New 

Jersey to Florida, where he was met by disbelieving 

newspaper reporters. They marveled at the grit and 

physical strength that had guided the boat over 1,100 

rough miles. Rogue waves? High winds? Sharks? Not 

to worry. The old news clippings show a handsome,  

 

 

muscled young man openly delighted with 

himself and convinced of his invincibility, if not 

immortality. 

Pepper enrolled in a Miami college, but 

dropped out in 1935. He was too restless for the 

classroom and followed his instincts to a place that 

beckons all pioneers, the West. Traveling by freight 

train, he rumbled across country to the golden hills of 

California, a few dollars pinned inside his flannel 

shirt. 

There, he played baseball in the minor 

leagues and worked at the docks in winter. And then 

he met a vivacious Seattle girl named Marge Friedt. 

"It hit me like a bombshell," he says . "I'll never 

forget the first kiss. In San Francisco the houses are 

row on row. You might have to climb 40 steps to 

reach the front door. So we were up there and she 

gave me a kiss good night. I took a step back and 

rolled all the way down the steps - and ran all the 

way home!" 

They were soon married, and soon after were 

expecting a child. Marge wanted to be near her 

parents and left for Seattle. Pepper, then 26, followed 

on his motorcycle. 

One doesn't need to know him well to envision 

his response to Puget Sound, still rugged in the early 

1940s. His blue eyes widened, then closed, sending 

Snoqualmie Valley Retriever Grounds—History 

Many RHRC members have used these grounds for dog training over the years and the Rainier Hunting 

Retriever Club has used the property (along with other clubs) for their AKC Hunting Retriever events. 

The grounds, originally referred to as “Peppers”, was developed by the original owner, Bob Pepper.  His 

field trial champion, Jiggs, is buried on the property.  In  January 1992, the Seattle Times Pacific Magazine 

featured an extensive article about Bob Pepper.  I recently found out that Chris Braswell had a copy of 

the magazine and she generously loaned me the article so that I could copy it and share it with you.  

Thank you so very much, Chris.       ~~JF 

 

Here is the second chapter in the History of the Snoqualmie Valley Retriever Grounds.  For the first 

chapter—see the April/May RHRC Newsletter. 
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the image straight to his soul. He took to the 

mountains like an uncaged bear, thrashing and 

bounding and trampling brush. His nose was alert to 

the deep, earthy musk, his eyes on the lookout for 

rough-skinned newt and mountain chickadee. If a man 

ever felt at home in the Northwest woods, it was Bob 

Pepper from Orange, N.J. 

When deer and elk season 

arrived each year, he left his Seattle 

home on Phinney Ridge and took up 

residence in the backwoods of 

Washington. With a family that had 

grown to six children, the freezer had to 

be filled and Pepper responded with 

characteristic zeal, which is to say, he 

set off with unblinking bull-headedness. 

Stubborn to a fault, he didn't know when 

to stop, even when his survival depended 

on a temperance that he wantonly 

ignored. 

That was painfully true during one hunting 

excursion in the Blue Mountains of southeastern 

Washington. That winter, the raw beauty gave way to 

a wrathful storm. Giant old pines cracked and 

thundered to the ground, killing other hunters and 

scattering wildlife. Most people abandoned camp, but 

Pepper stayed, determined to hunt and carry out his 

kill. He hunkered down for a month, his strength 

fading like the winter sun. Finally, a packer arrived 

and carried him from the woods through a whirling 

blizzard, and with every ounce of meat from five elk, 

two bucks and a bear. His family would have food, 

but each bite was seasoned with the anguish of a 

month's worry. 

Bob Pepper, folk hero? Yes and no. As the 

hunting trip points out, he was a willful man whose 

unrelenting nature won admiration from afar but was 

often hell at home. If he wanted to spend every spare 

minute trapping or hunting or clawing at the land, 

then fine. But his family didn't, and said so. In fact, 

his two sons finally enlisted in the Vietnam War to 

escape enlistment in their father's 

maniacal missions. The work was just too 

demanding. This was particularly true 

when Pepper moved his family to a remote, 

run-down farm in the belly of the 

Snoqualmie Valley. Where Pepper saw 100 

acres of raw challenge, the kids saw 100 

acres of heartache. He would do much of 

the work alone. 

Ton by muddy ton, he cleared out ancient 

lagoons that pockmarked his property, left 

over from old river beds once carved by 

the Snoqualmie River. He envisioned a sanctuary of 

ponds and lagoons and marshes. He envisioned wild 

bass, beavers, and ducks - wood ducks, to be sure. 

In part, he would use this land for farming, 
but he had another mission in mind. Pepper trained 
hunting dogs and, with typical passion, wanted to 

create one of the most challenging water courses in 
the nation. He was emboldened by his own dog's 

prominence in the sport; "Pepper's Jig" won the 
amateur national championship in 1963. "He was one 

of the greatest water dogs of all times in the annals of 
retrieverdom ... whatever that means," says Pepper. 

To be continued in the next RHRC Newsletter 

Jig’s Pond 
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RHRC members who participate in the Master National 

Retriever Events (MN) were asked for their feedback 

regarding changes to the MN.  In response, the 

following letter was shared with the Master National                                 

                                                        Retriever Club Board of Directors. 

                                                                                       Posted by Editor:  Jean Fowler 

********************* 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

Master National Retriever Club (MNRC) 

Board of Directors 

 

July 18, 2022 

 

Dear Directors, 

 

Earlier this year, the Rainier Hunting Retriever Club (RHRC) received a notice from the MNRC regarding 

proposed changes to the National Retriever competition.  These changes are an attempt to accommodate 

the number of dogs qualifying to compete at the National level.  A brief summary of the changes are: 

 

-The MNRC BOD’s direction is to hold the event at two rather than one location. 

   - One testing location would in the East portion of the country, the other in the west 

   - Handlers would be assigned a test location based on their home address. Historical data used to  

divide the number of dogs equally between the two locations. 

    -No handler or dog would be allowed to attend both. 

    -A method established to cap total number of dogs entered. 

    -The Goal is to implement this structure for the 2023 event. 

 

Concurrent with the notice of the changes was a request for feedback from local clubs.  Because these 

changes are significant, RHRC members who have either competed or entered their dogs in a Master 

National were contacted and asked for their thoughts, concerns, opinions.  Below is a summary of the 

feedback we have received. 

 

Holding the event in two locations: 

1.  While some members favored two regional events, there were also members who did not 

favor this change for the following reasons: 
A.  It would no longer be a National Event. 

Master National Retriever 

Club News 

RAINIER HUNTING RETRIEVER CLUB 

Continued on page 6 



Magic earned her NAHRA Working 

Retriever title (WR) May 8th and 

her Master Hunting Retriever title 

(MHR) on May 15th in Eastern 

Washington. 

 

Congratulations 
Magic and Cindy Olson 
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B. Consistency/standards of tests between regions would be dfficult to ensure. 

C. Would the Awards/Plates change to “Master Regional”? 

D. Would AKC still award the same title - MNH? 

E. Two events would still be expensive and require both grounds and workers.  If an 

additional “National” event were held (with qualifiers from each Regional), that would 

require additional time, expense, grounds.  Rather than reduce work/expense, both 

would increase significantly. 

2. Capping the number of dogs who could enter: 

A. Challenging at best.  Would there be a preference for professionals (as amateurs have at 

the MARC) or perhaps capping per handler (this would discriminate against the pros). 

B. Any attempt to cap the number of dogs should be equitable for amateurs and not 

weighted to favor the megapros. 

 

Most of the respondents favored changing the way dog/handler teams qualify to compete in the 

Master National.  The following suggestions were submitted: 
 1. Increase number of qualifications to 8 passes OR keep qualification at 6 but add the condition 

where a dog must have a pass rate of >50% (i.e. 6 passes out of 12 tests)  

OR some combination of these two ideas.  (This responder commented that making the 

requirements tougher is the easiest to implement and would reduce the number of dogs to a 

more manageable number). 

A. Exceptions:  Dogs qualifying at the Master National should continue to receive credit for 

2 passes and HOF dogs should be automatically qualified to attend the Master National. 

 2. Qualifying pass at MARC should not count toward qualifying for MNRC. 

 

We hope you will find this feedback useful. 

 

Sincerely, 

Betsy Reali, President 

Rainier Hunting Retriever Club 
 

RHRC Member Response to MNRC Bylaw changes:  continued 



MARC News 
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AKC Lets Stand  

“Talking to Dog on Honor” 

The Performance Events Department works closely 

with the Retriever Hunting Test Advisory 

Committee (RHTAC) regarding suggestions brought 

forward from the retriever hunting test community. 

Recently, the Performance Events Department 

received an item from the RHTAC that would 

change the regulation so the handler of the honor 

dog would not be allowed to talk even at a soft 

volume to the honor dog, once the working dog 

handler has called for the test to begin. In further 

examination of this proposed regulation, at this time 

the Performance Events Department, in agreement 

with the RHTAC, does not believe this change is 

necessary. 

 

However, AKC approved retriever hunting test 

judges are to be cognizant of the following fault as 

written in the Regulations & Guidelines for AKC® 

Hunting Tests for Retrievers which states on p. 66 

under Serious Faults: 

 

“Talking to the honoring dog – loud enough to interfere 

with other handlers, the working dog or the Judges.” 

 

Judges must be vigilant of this fault and be mindful of 

this regulation. When handlers are observed to be 

talking loud enough to potentially cause 

interference, particularly in situations of a controlled 

break, dogs should be faulted accordingly. AKC 

representatives will be monitoring this aspect of the 

test when in attendance. 

 

For any questions regarding the honor or these 

regulations, please contact Russ.Reavis@akc.org or 

303-550-2758. 

Several RHRC members attended the event in 

Sedalia, Missouri on May 22 to 29. 

Congratulations to Chris Braswell and Tipsy, 

Dianne Clark and Rita, Randy Clark and Alice who 

qualified.  Jean Fowler and Lucy completed all 6 

series but did not qualify nor did Brian Hawley 

with Squee Dunk and Lucky.  

You will find a great summary of the 2022 Master 

Amateur Invitational at 

https://www.masteramateur.com/

uploads/6/9/7/0/69703295/2022-q2-marc-

newsletter.pdf 

It was announced at the business meeting that the 

MARC Board of Directors has voted to return 

the number of Master passes back to six for 

qualification to the Master Amateur, starting in 

2023. With the changes AKC has made to help 

members to enter tests more readily (increasing 

the entries to 66, Entry set aside for Amateurs, 

clubs allowed to use waiting lists) as well as a 

nation better equipped to handle the Covid 19 

virus, the Board felt it was time to return to the 

passes needed to qualify from 4 to 6.  

The 2021 Master Amateur Invitational will be held 

in Giddings, Texas. 

Giddings,%20Texas%20for%20the%202023%20Master%20Amateur%20Invitational
Giddings,%20Texas%20for%20the%202023%20Master%20Amateur%20Invitational
Giddings,%20Texas%20for%20the%202023%20Master%20Amateur%20Invitational
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The Red Zone is used to describe the critical area at 

the end of a blind retrieve.  A commonly heard term 

in football (the area inside the 20 yard line), the Red 

Zone is where the ability to execute makes the 

difference between success and failure in both foot 

ball and field trials/hunt tests. 

 

Here is a good 

example from the 6th 

series at the 2016 

National Amateur 

Championship.  Dogs 

had just completed a 

land quad with a flyer 

rooster pheasant 

located just to the 

right of the blind.  

With the wind 

direction, feathers 

and scent from the 

flyer drifted into the 

area just short of the 

blind. 

 

The blind was planted 

at the base of a tree 

that is about 15-20 

yards deep and right 

of a large grove of 

trees.  You will note 

that the area just 

behind the grove of 

trees is a blind spot 

for the handler.  An 

additional hazard was the location of the blind 

planter. 

 

What could go wrong?  Where could you lose sight 

of your dog?  Here are some things to consider: 

1. Stopping mechanics 

2. Poor response to a come-in whistle. 

A sharp stop and reliable come-in will save the day in 

these situations.  Simple?  Not!  The first 89% of a 

blind, you’re trying to create a lot of rearward 

momentum.  In the Red Zone, that momentum 

becomes your enemy.  A slow tentative whistle will 

be your demise.  Your whistles need to come close 

together with increased intensity to regain control.  

Your handling needs 

to be passionate 

without being panicky.  

And, above all else, 

never give up! 

 

Practice difficult 

blinds.  Put your dog 

directly on the bird 

instead of using a 

“hunt it up” whistle.  

Place strong emphasis 

on reliable whistle 

stops and a respectful 

response to a firm 

come-in whistle.  The 

last thing you need in 

the Red Zone is 

permission to hunt 

up a bird. 

 

See you at the ribbon 

ceremony! 

 

 

 

 

 

For more Pat Burns training tips visit 

https://www.eliteretrievers.com/ 

 

(Edited for this newsletter by Jean Fowler) 

“Red Zone” Handling on Blinds—Pat Burns 

https://www.eliteretrievers.com/
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Attendance:   Betsy Reali, Doug Gallucci, Lee Redd, 

Jean Fowler, Susan Bell, Dianne Clark, Liz Gibson, 

Jim Olson, Sue Meyring, Cat Martini-Rashid, Bill 

Woll 

 

President Betsy called the meeting to order at 6:37 

PM.  The April minutes were approved as written. 

 

Treasurer Report: – Lee Redd  

Tri club:  $978.30 

RHRC:  $12,510.02 

 

Expenditures included purchase of 2 cases 12G 

shotgun shells and a check to SVRG for use of the 

grounds for our May Field event. 
 

Lee is in the process of developing a tool that will 

assist us in estimating break-even point for our field 

events. 

 

Insurance Coverage (Equisure Inc.) – Paid up 

through June 14, 2022 (liability/accident). Renewal 

premium of $600 is due in June.  It was moved, 

seconded, passed (M/S/P) to renew our insurance 

contract.  Lee and Susan Bell will confer regarding 

comparison with Accord Insurance which EGRC 

carries.  Error/Omission coverage for board 

members is also under investigation.  

 

Old Business   - 2022 Hunt Test Planning 

May 7/8 Spring Hunt Test – Due to low entries 

there will only be one Master Stake.  Currently 58 

dogs are entered.  Entries have been lower than 

expected with a total of 124 dogs entered.  Tom 

Quarles will not be judging the Junior/Senior Stake.  

Dave McPherson will judge Jr/Sr with Mike Collson.  

It was decided to have “Hunt Test Secretary” print 

catalogs for the event at $1.50/catalog. 

 

There was a general review of preparations for the 

May HRT including equipment available, ammunition 

needs, birds for the event ($16.50/duck plus 

stewardship), volunteer update, judges’ dinner and 

worker lunches.  Sheila Leitch has offered the Green

-leitch Dumpster for our garbage disposal and will 

charge accordingly.  Betsy will bring an additional 

canopy to supplement the three that are in the 

trailer.  Workers (kids) will be paid like what PSLRA 

is paying ($150/8 hours or $15/hour if less than 8 

hours).  Judge dinner will be on the grounds 

(planned by Susan and Cat).  The club has some 

extra T-shirts and they will be given to the workers 

as thank you gifts.  Judge gifts will be $75 gift cards.   

Equipment Trailer will be returned to the Clark 

property by Betsy Reali.  Contents of the trailer are 

currently insured.  Insurance coverage of the guns in 
the trailer as well as future work on cleaning the 

guns will be discussed at the next board meeting. 

 

AED Committee – Due to the cost of purchase 

and maintenance of the AED it was M/S/P to rent an 

AED for May/June/July/August.  Both PSLRA and 

EGRC will be approached to see if they would like 

to have the AED for their tests this year.  If so, they 

will be asked to share in the cost ($85/month plus 

shipping).  The value of this arrangement is that the 

AED will be serviced and up to date.  Board 

members were encouraged to take on-line AED 

training. 

 

Tri Club Agreement – Proposed language 

changes and status update – Sue M.- This item is 

moved to the June Board meeting. 

 

New Business – Master National Proposed 

changes for 2023 

After discussion, Jean volunteered to summarize 

feedback received from the membership regarding 

current direction MNRC is taking to address the 

issue of large numbers of dogs qualifying for and 

competing at the annual MN event.  The summary 

will be distributed to the board in June for approval 

 RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  

May 3, 2022 

Continued on page 10 
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before sending to the MN BOD.   

 

RHRC August Test – Master Stake 

After discussion it was decided to post the August 

Dates for participant’s planning purposes.  There will 

be 2 sets of master judges available, but the posting 

will be listed with one set and no limit to entries as 

well as 35% amateur set aside.  If there is a large 

entry, we will add a second stake and set of judges. 

 

Trailer Clean-April 16th – Appreciation was 

shared to all who helped with this project (Sue 

Meyring and son, Billy, Randy Clark, Jim Olson, Jean 

Fowler). 

 

Next meeting to be held on June 7, 2022 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:58 PM. 

 

Respectfully submitted,  

Jean Fowler, RHRC Secretary 

RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  

May 3, 2022—continued 

Attendance:   Betsy Reali, Doug Gallucci, Lee Redd, 

Jean Fowler, Susan Bell, Dianne Clark, Liz Gibson, Jim 

Olson, Cat Martini-Rashid.  Absent:  Sue Meyring, Bill 

Woll 

 

President Betsy called the meeting to order at 6:32 

PM.  The minutes from the May meeting were 

approved as written. 

 

Treasurer’s Report (Lee Redd):  Lee continues 

to work on a spread sheet that will assist the club in 

evaluating income/expenditures for our Hunt Test 

events. 

 

Bank Balances:  RHRC - $12,664.93 
Tri-Club - $178.27. 

Not recorded - $200 from PSLRA. 

 

Old Business—Spring Hunt Test Debrief 

The weather and time of month were challenging 

causing traffic difficulties and a lack of help for the 

stakes.  It was recommended that we not hold local 

HRTs on consecutive weekends in the future.  This 

year was an exception due to the MARC being held 

in May.  Doug Gallucci indicates he may have a 15-

year-old who will be interested in working at our 

tests.     

Tri Club Agreement.  Doug Gallucci volunteered to 

follow up with PSLRA and EGRC regarding the 

proposed new language. 

 

New Business  

Board Roles & Responsibilities and Communication 

President Betsy reminded everyone of the need for 

clear communication.  If decisions are made outside 

of the Board meeting, all parties affected by the 
decision need to be notified. 

 

RHRC August Test 

After lengthy discussion it was decided to hold a 

single master with a 35% set aside and worker codes.  

Judges Nicolle and Dan Boettger will not be coming 

RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  

June 7, 2022 

Continued on page 11 
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to judge as their air fare is very expensive.  They 

may possibly be invited to judge at our 2023 May 

HRT. 

 

Dianne Clark proposed RHRC member appreciation 

BBQ, Raffle at our August test.  She will proceed 

with the planning.  This will be advertised in the 

premium on Entry Express.  The proposal to 

purchase a Thunder Gun for the raffle was tabled to 

the next meeting.    

 

New Equipment: 

A new Thunder Gun for RHRC was purchased at 

Master Amateur Invitational.  Jim Olson will ask 

PSLRA if they would be interested in having the gun 
as Tri-Club equipment and Susan Bell will query 

EGRC.  If both clubs are interested, we will split the 

costs through the Tri-Club account. 

 

Master Amateur Invitational Debrief 

Several RHRC members attended the Master 

Amateur Invitational in Sedalia, Missouri.  All had a 

great time and felt the event was well run, tests 

were difficult but fair and the grounds were 

spectacular.  

 

For the Good of the Order 

NW Camo is repairing some holding blinds for 

RHRC.  Brian Hawley (NW Camo) contacted Jim 

Olson to let him know that some of the blind 

material needs to be replaced.  This will be an 

additional expense of $100.  After discussion, it was 

suggested that this should be a Tri-club expense.  Jim 

and Susan will query PSLRA/EGRC. 

 

The next Board Meeting will be held on July 5 at 
6:30 PM.  Doug and Jean will host this meeting. 

 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:34 PM.   

Submitted by Jean Fowler 

 

RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  

June 7, 2022—continued 

RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  

July 5, 2022 

Attendance:   Doug Gallucci, Jean Fowler, Susan Bell, 

Dianne Clark, Jim Olson, Bill Woll  Absent:  Sue 

Meyring, Cat Martini-Rashid, Betsy Reali, Lee Redd, 

Liz Gibson 

 

Vice President Doug Gallucci called the meeting to 

order at 6:32 PM.  Minutes from the June 7th meet-

ing were approved as written. 

 

Treasurer’s Report (Lee Redd) – There was no 

treasurer’s report. 

Old Business 

Tri Club Agreement: 

Doug Gallucci is still trying to follow up with PSLRA 

and EGRC regarding the proposed new language.   

 

Thunder Gun Tri-Club Expense: Jim Olson will 

ask PSLRA if they would be interested in having the 

gun as Tri-Club equipment and Susan Bell will query 

EGRC.  If both clubs are interested, we will split the 

costs through the Tri-Club account.   

 
Continued on page 12 
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RHRC August Test update: 

Plans are underway for a member recognition BBQ 

(no cost to RHRC members) and Raffle.  Dianne 

Clark is spearheading this event.  Dianne Clark 

moved for RHRC to purchase a ThunderGun for the 

Raffle.  After discussion it was decided that we 

should add a winger to the raffle as well.  It was M/S/

P to purchase both a ThunderGun and winger for 

the Fall HRT Raffle.   

 

**AED:  Discussion was held regarding the Automat-

ic External Defibrillator.  There are many advantages 

to renting the equipment so Betsy will rent one for 

August test.   

 
**Dumpster for August test:  Susan will talk Barbara 

Hawley and they will talk with Will Hart regarding 

getting a dumpster for the August tests.   

 

**Blind Repair:  Elsa Hawley has repaired our holding 

blinds and has charged RHRC $100 for the labor/

materials.  Susan and Jim will investigate if this can be 

considered a Tri-Club expense.  Lee Redd has al-

ready paid the Hawleys for the work. 

 

New Business  

**Shade Umbrellas and Canopies:  More Green um-

brellas (9 foot diameter) are needed for the August 

HRT.  Canopies are also needed.    

 

**Master National ByLaw Changes:  RHRC member-

ship response to proposed MNRC ByLaw changes is 

due to the Master National by July 10.  Jean will 

compile member responses and compose a letter for 

Pres. Betsy to sign. 

 

**Scratch Fee:  A short discussion was held regard-

ing the practice of returning entry fees if a dog is 

scratched and what is required for verification of 

dog’s health.  It was decided to keep the regulations 

in place as written in the premium. 

 

“After close scratches: Entry fees paid for a bitch 

withdrawn because of coming in season or for any 

dog or bitch withdrawn because of injury or illness 
or death, shall be returned in full. Refunds for the 

above stated scratch will be made only upon written 

application and submission of an appropriate veteri-

narian’s certificate to the Test Secretary, within two 

weeks after the close of the test.” 

 

**Memorium:  It was M/S/P to donate $100 to 

Veterens Rites in memory of a RHRC member’s 

child. 

 

Next meeting August 2.  6:30 PM. 

The meeting was adjourned at 7:18 PM 

 

Submitted by, Jean Fowler, RHRC Secretary 

 

RHRC Board Meeting Minutes  
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Advice from a Dog 

On warm days, stop to lie on your back on the grass. 

On HOT days, drink lots of water and lie under a 

shady tree. 

Be loyal.  Never pretend to be something you’re not. 

When someone is having a bad day, be silent, sit 

close by and nuzzle them gently. 



 

A Ray of Sunshine In Times of 

Need 

The Rainier Hunting Retriever Club is a 

community of support and love for anyone who 

is ill, who may have lost a beloved relative, pet, 

or is in need in any other way. 

Please contact Dianne Clark if you, or someone 

you know, could use a helping hand, phone call 

or other support.  You can reach Dianne at: 360-

568-3368 (home), 425-299-4252 (cell) or 

dianneclark@comcast.net 

Chase Away K9 Cancer 

Many of us have lost our four legged companions to canine cancer and many 

are currently fighting this disease.  One in Three Dogs will get Cancer!  

 

ChaseAway K9 Cancer has partnered with The National Canine Cancer 

Foundation (NCCF).  ChaseAway is a designated fund within the NCCF, a 

nationwide, contribution funded, 501 (c)(3) non-profit corporation dedicated 

to eliminating Cancer as a major health issue in dogs by funding grants directly 

to Cancer researchers who are working to save lives, find cures, better 

treatments and accurate, cost effective diagnostic methods in dealing with 

canine Cancer.  

We raised $1,474,518.37 by the end of 2021 

   Make your donation today:  Donate On-line at www.chaseawayk9cancer.org  

     OR 

Write A Check Payable To: Chase Away K9 Cancer 

     Mail to :  Chase Away K9 Cancer C/O Cera Reusser, 

PO Box 65456, Port Ludlow, WA  98365 

     You will receive a tax deductible donation card as your receipt. 
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DOGust 1st is Universal Birthday for Shelter Dogs—Celebrate your dog and 

Check your pup Monthly.  

Do A Pup Check to Chase Away K9 Cancer. 
 

Early detection may affect prognosis and treatment!   



The Rainier Hunting Retriever Club seeks 

 

 A- To encourage and promote quality in purebred 

dogs and to do all possible to bring their natural qualities 

to perfection 

 B—To do all in its power to protect and advance the 

interests of the breeds by 

encouraging sportsmanlike 

competition at hunting retriever tests 

 C—To conduct licensed hunting 

retriever tests under the rules of the 

AKC, NAHRA or any other 

associations or clubs that may 

sponsor these tests. 

 

Rainier Constitution, Article I, Section 2 

  
Editor:  Jean Fowler 

Phone: 425-483-6476 

Email: fernhaven@comcast.net 

Rainier Hunting Retriever Club Newsletter 

Visit our website 

www.rainierhrc.com 

~~  Abby Fowler, 2012 

When Will I Be Home? 
 

When will I be home? I don't know. 

In the mountains, in the rainy night, 

The autumn lake is flooded. 

Someday we will be back together again. 

We will sit in the candlelight by the west window, 

And I will tell you how I remembered you 

Tonight on the stormy mountain. 

         ~~ Li Shang Yin, Tang Dynasty poet 


